The concept. to be presented on TIME is in hopes it will awaken

another part of the mind which should recognize the existence of these
tribal genetics.
An example will be given in hopes that it will show that your life
is being governed by unsynchronìzed time.
This example is to see if that part of your mind can wake up to anothe
part of your existence. I don't care how many educational credentials
Y your mind is dead and you are the descendant whose prior generations
violated the Clan and Genetic code to many times, making you dead
spiritually.
Lets use January 1, 1980 A .D. l2:OOA .M. or Midnight on New Years Day.
How come New Years Day didn't start on January 2, 1985 at
You did add a day ín the year 1981„ but took it away in the year of
1985 so you are l day and 1+ hours and SL» minutes out of synchronization
with TIME in 5 years.
If you can understand this, then you know that the science for keeping
calendar time is in error because of the formula. Ancient calendars are
correct by showing January 2, 1985 at MSL» A.M.
Next, scientist will state that because of the Leap Year Concept TIME is oîerstated by .88 of an hour because leap year day a full
2b hours and TIME was only 23 hours 7 minutes and l2 seconds.
Where does this funny TIME we are talking about come from? _
It comes from the scientific fact that it takes the Earth 365 dâYS
5 hours L6 minutes and ¿+8 seconds to make one çomplete orbit around the Sun. ‘So in four years this only comes to 23.12
hours, not 2L hours.
Don't „feel bad or left out because presently Indian tribes are using
the Gregorian for celebration times' for Song and Dances. Is it any wonder
the Indian has los'o„theír spiritual The Ancient Indian states
this orbit of the Earth around the Sun only takes 363 days 1 hour ll minute
ou carry or if your a scientist or what, if you can’t see the TIME problem

